FHU Series LED Highbays Installation Guide
Includes: FHU 100, FHU150, FHU200, FHU240

CHAIN WITH EYE-HOOK

CAUTION: PLEASE FOLLOW THIS
INSTRUCTION MANUAL CAREFULLY
TO PREVENT ANY INJURIES OR
COMPLICATIONS THAT MAY ARISE.
WARNING: Before installing or maintaining
the luminaire, make sure all powers are
TURNED OFF.
Verify that the supply voltage is correct by
comparing it with the label information on all
ﬁxtures. Make all connections in accordance
with the NEC requirements, and make sure
all luminaries are properly secured to prevent
any wire complications. This luminaire is not
to exceed the maximum ambient temperature
rating noted on the speciﬁcation sheet.
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STANDARD INSTALLATION STEPS
OPTION 1: The FHU luminaires come
with a ring hook (FHU-RH) which can
be used to install into a Eye Hook (Not
Included). Screw in the FHU-RH into
the back Threaded hole in the FHU.
Tighten the hook properly and mount
it to the Eye Hook. Please note the
ring hook has a thickness diameter of
20 mm (appox. 1/2” diameter).

OPTION 2: The FHU luminaires also
come with a Trunnion Mount which
can be used to surface mount the
FHU in various positions covering
an 180° spread. It has 3 openings
which can be used to fasten the
ﬁxture onto a surface with bolts.
(bolts not included)
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2. The Power Supply Cord should extend to approximately the same location as the Eye hook. The customer must also provide a junction box in order
to connect the LED Driver Input to the AC Power Supply cable. Follow the Wiring Diagram.
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3. All wiring connections must be made inside a Junction Box. Make sure
to choose the correct junction box for the desired application. Some
junction boxes are made for outdoor applications and others are made
for indoor applications.

4. All FHU ﬁxtures also come with a
Safety Cord used as an extra
precaution to prevent any accidents.
The Safety Cord is pre-installed in the
ﬁxture and should be able to be
connected to the chain which is ﬁrmly
installed to the ceiling.
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